
Original Foundry Maple: Batch #190715
Elizabeth Mill—Warwick, Rhode Island

Steam-run Textile Mill
Built in 1875 by Thomas Hill, the Elizabeth Mill (named after 
his wife) was an exceptionally large textile mill for its time. 
Powered by steam rather than water, the mill was built on 
cheaper land away from the river but closer to the rail line. 
With its brick façade and distinguished central tower, the mill 
was a notable landmark in Warwick, RI throughout a century 
of economic growth.

  Original Foundry Maple is one of our Single-Origin Batch products. In contrast to   
  our line of Standard Products which blend material from multiple sources to ensure 
a look that is consistent and repeatable from order to order, our Single-Origin Batches can be traced 
to one specifi c source and are fi nite in quantity. These products have a distinct look and a unique 
story to tell.

Salvaged from the historic Elizabeth Textile Mill in Warwick, Rhode Island, this hardy Maple fl oor 
was underfoot for over a century of manufacturing. Material within this batch varies in color from 
golden brown to charcoal grey and may include occasional paint, old machine oil stains, and a range 
of wear marks. A great choice for commercial applications, this fl oor’s unique appearance adds an 
instant and authentic industrial character 
to any environment.
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Solid Dimensions:
• Thickness: 3/4" to 7/8" variable
• Width: 2 1/2" to 4 1/2" random face widths
• Length: 12" to 10'

Milling:
• Ripped two edges (R2E)

Surface:
• Original surface patina with a light nylon-brushing

Certifications:
• FSC Recycled 100% (SCS-COC-003998)
• mindful MATERIAL
• LEED point eligible

Original Foundry Maple: Batch #190715 
Elizabeth Mill—Warwick, Rhode Island

Pricing Per Volume 
 (unfinished)

$7.45–$10.45/sf


